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Controlling KARMA M50 from the
M50’s Control Surface
Revision 04-Sep-2011 © by Stephen Kay

This brief tutorial describes how to set up and use the “M50 Special Control Surface Mode” that has
been designed into the KARMA M50 software. When this is properly configured, you can:

• Select a Program or Combi in the M50, have KM50 switch to the corresponding Performance
(instead of just the other way around.)

• Use the Arpeggiator On/Off button of the M50 to control KARMA On/Off.
• Use the M50’s four Knobs to control the eight Sliders in KM50’s RT Controls Window, and use the

M50’s Chord Switches to change between eight different Scenes.
• Use the Chord Switches on the M50 to trigger eight different Chord Triggers in KM50 (not just 4).

Important Note: If you have loaded the PCG file that was included with the installation from an SD card, the
M50’s Global settings were already configured according to this explanation and you do NOT need to
perform the following M50 Setup steps. Use this as a reference if it is not working as described. Please skip to
the section “Setup in the KARMA M50 Software.” However, you need to perform this if you used SysEx to
send the Performances to the M50, as the Global Data is not part of the KDF file.

Setup in the M50:

1.  Set Global 1-2 [MIDI] > [MIDI Routing] >
Chord Trigger SW MIDI Out = Chord
Trigger Switch CC/Note.

2 .  Set Arp Controllers MIDI Out = Control
Change.

3 .  If you wish to be able to select
Performances in the KM50 software by
selecting programs and combis on the
M50, you must have Enable Program
Change, Bank Change and Combination
Change checked.

4. Enable Control Change should be checked,
and Enable Exclusive should already be
checked or the software will not be able to
locate the M50.

5 .  Create a new External Control Setup on
Global P1-3 [MIDI] > [Ext.1] by choosing
Setup #102 (or other unoccupied number
from the Setup Menu at the top.)

6 .  Use the Menu Button to select “Rename
External Setup”, give it the name KARMA
M50, and answer OK.
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7 .  Set the resulting External Setup to the
eight CCs shown here (22 through 29, on
the Global Channel Gch).

This sets up the External Mode A/B of the
control surface to control KARMA’s eight
Real-Time Sliders with the four Knobs of
the M50.

8. Switch to the Ext.2 tab and configure the
four Chord Switches as shown (CC 110
through 113, Velocity 127, Global
Channel).

This sets up the four Chord Switches to
choose scenes according to other settings.

9 .  Switch to Global P2-2 [Controllers] > [CC
Assign] and configure all settings as shown
(some of them may already be set up).

SW – ARP On/Off = CC#14
Knob 1 to 4 = CC#102 to CC#105

Note that the four Chord Switches are the
same settings as in the External Setup
above.

10.  Now, save all of this work by choosing
“Write Global Setting” from the Menu
Button in the upper right.
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Setup in the KARMA M50 Software:

1. Make sure that KARMA M50’s Preferences Window is set as shown in the following diagram. If you
have just installed KM50, it should be set like this by default (with the exception of the steps listed
below). The Preferences dialog is located in Mac: OS X in the KARMA M50 Menu; on Windows, it’s
in the Edit Menu. On the RT Controls tab, you may click the Default button to restore the settings if
needed. As you can see, this sets up the CC settings to correspond to the M50 Global settings we
just set up.

2. Set the Transmit and Receive menus at the bottom to the Port and Global MIDI Channel of your
M50, and check both of them on (the example shown is using the Korg USB MIDI Driver.)

3. Check the "Program/Combi change selects Performance (front panel)" option, if you want to use
this feature.* (The other option should be selected only if you are using an external controller to
control the M50, and you are selecting patches on the M50 from the external controller.)

This completes the settings of the M50 and KARMA M50 – proceed to the next section to learn how to
use it!

* The reason there are Preference settings to control whether this is active is that there may be situations
where you don’t want choosing Programs or Combis on the M50 to change the settings in KARMA M50.

Note: if you select a bank that has no corresponding bank in the KDF file, a warning dialog will tell you
about it. You can tell the dialog to not show itself anymore during the current session.
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Using the Special M50 Control Surface Mode

How does it work?

The “Special M50 Control Surface Mode” uses a combination of SysEx messages and CCs (Control
Change Messages) to get a whole lot more real-time control out of the M50’s control surface than
might be expected. KM50 watches the SysEx sent by the keyboard when you operate the Control
Surface buttons, and tracks which mode you are in, so that it can then interpret the Chord Switches
and Knobs in different ways, depending on the Control Surface Mode. The following table provides a
summary:

Control Surface Mode Chord Switch 1-4 Knobs 1-4
A KARMA Chord Trigger 1-4 Normal (Real-Time Sound Control-A)

Real-Time Control
B KARMA Chord Trigger 5-8 Normal (Real-Time Sound Control-B)
A KARMA RTC Slider 1-4

External
B

KARMA Scenes 1-4
KARMA RTC Slider 5-8

Arp KARMA Scenes 5-8 KARMA RTC Switches 1-4

Other Controls
Arp On/Off KARMA On/Off
Drum Track On/Off Drum Track On/Off

In order to maintain synchronization between the M50 and KM50, the included Combis and Programs
have all been stored with the Control Surface Mode set to REALTIME CONTROL-A. Furthermore, when
selecting a KARMA Performance, it will automatically set the Combi or Program to REALTIME
CONTROL-A if it is not already set that way. If you do not wish to have this happen, you can deselect
the Special M50 Control Surface Mode checkbox in KM50’s Preferences, and set up the Control Surface
in some other manner.

Using the first Combi A000 Towards The Sun, test the following examples on your M50.
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Controlling KARMA Chord Triggers 1-8

REALTIME CONTROL A/B

In this mode, the four Chord Switches of
the M50 can trigger the first eight Chord
Triggers of the KARMA M50 software.

Try this with Combi A000 Towards The
Sun. Press Chord Switch 1 in order to start
KARMA. Continue with Chord Switches 2
through 4 and hear the stored chord
progression. Switch to REALTIME-B and
play four additional Chords. Watch
KARMA M50’s Real-Time Control Window
to see the Chord Triggers responding to
your button pushes. (Note: In the included
Combis and Programs, only KARMA’s first
eight Chord Triggers have been
programmed. The second eight are for your
own chords.)

The ARP ON/OFF button is always active
in turning KARMA On/Off, regardless of
the Control Surface Mode. Use it now to
stop the KARMA Performance, similar to
stopping the M50’s internal arpeggiator.

It’s worth noting here that your computer’s function keys are also set up to play the Chord Triggers.
Function Keys [F1] through [F8] trigger the top row of eight Chord Triggers, while Shift + [F1] through
[F8] trigger the bottom row (9 through 16). And function key [F9] operates the KARMA On/Off button,
similarly turning the M50’s Arp button on/off remotely.

Note to Mac OS X users: If you press [F1] and do not get Chord Trigger 1, but get the image on the screen showing a
decrease in screen brightness, please read further: By default, the function keys on a Mac are set to perform the system
functions pictured on the keys, such as volume up/down, screen brightness etc. But they are “dual function” keys - you
can hold down the “fn” modifier key in the lower left of the keyboard to make them work as normal function keys
(which would then work to play the Chord Triggers etc.) To reverse these so that they work for KARMA Mac without
needing the “fn” key, you open the System Preferences, choose Hardware > Keyboard & Mouse > Keyboard, and then
turn on the checkbox named "Use all F1, F2 etc. keys as standard function keys", and then close the System Preferences.
The functioning of the keys will now be reversed - they will all work normally for KARMA (and other applications), and
if you want to access the other functions such as volume up/down, screen brightness etc., you use the 'fn' modifier key
at the lower left.

Additionally, [F8] and [F9]~[F11] are configured by default to control the Spaces and Expose features of Mac OS X. This
can also be handled in the System Preferences dialog, using the sections related to Expose and Spaces (it differs
depending whether you are running OS X 10.4 or 10.5.) We recommend using the command key as a modifier for the
function keys to bring up Expose and Spaces; then, the normal function keys can work for KARMA's shortcuts. For all
Computer Keyboard Function Key mappings, see the Keyboard Shortcuts Chapter of the Help File, which can be
selected from the Help Menu.
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Changing KARMA Scenes

EXTERNAL and ARP + CHORD SWITCHES

Continuing with Combi A000, turn the ARP
ON/OFF button back on (if off) and press a
Chord Switch to start the KARMA
Performance.

Switch to EXTERNAL Mode, and press Chord
Switch 1 – at the end of the bar, you will
hear KARMA change scenes to Scene 1. You
can watch this happen in KARMA’s Real-
Time Control Window.

In EXTERNAL Mode, Chord Switches 1
through 4 select Scenes 1-4.

Sadly, changing between EXTERNAL A and
B does not send any SysEx message that
KARMA can use to determine the state of
the button, so we cannot use EXTERNAL B
for another four scenes - but we can use
ARP Mode.

Switch to ARP Mode, and press Chord
Switch 4 – you have now selected Scene 8. In ARP Mode, Chord Switches 1 through 4 select Scenes 5
through 8.

In KARMA’s RTC Window, the blue number 5 over Scene button 5 indicates the original stored Scene
that started this combi. In Arp Mode, press Chord Switch 1 to return to Scene 5.

Note: in the included Combis, only the first eight Scenes are programmed, and can be selected in this
manner. However, KARMA provides 32 Scenes per Performance. The rest are for your own experimentation
and song creation.

In addition, it’s worth mentioning that KARMA actually has five Control Surface Layers – a Master Layer
(within which you are presently experimenting) and an additional layer for each of KARMA’s 4 Modules.
There are 32 scenes within each layer that can be freely mixed and matched with other scenes in other
layers – truly awesome power! You’ll learn more about this later.
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Controlling KARMA’s 8 Real-Time Sliders

EXTERNAL MODE A/B + KNOBS

Switch to EXTERNAL-A, and twist the M50’s
Knob 1 – you should see Slider 1 move in
KARMA’s RTC Window, and hear a swing feel
applied to the groove. Similarly, try Knob 2
and affect the Rhythm Complexity.

In EXTERNAL Mode A, Knobs 1 to 4 control
Sliders 1 to 4; switch to EXTERNAL Mode B
to control Sliders 5 through 8.

Experiment a bit, and when you’ve
completely mucked up this scene, you can
press the Compare button in KARMA’s RTC
Window to restore the original settings of
the Scene.
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Controlling KARMA’s Real-Time Switches 1-4

ARP MODE + KNOBS

Switch to ARP Mode, and with KARMA
playing, twist Knobs 2, 3 and 4 all the way
towards the left (min). You should be left
with only the drums playing.

In a typical KARMA Performance for a
Combi, the first four switches turn each
module on and off. Since we’ve run out of
switches on the M50’s control surface, in
ARP Mode the Knobs perform this feature.
The center of the knob is the actual switch
point; twist the knob slightly beyond center
to turn a module on; twist it slightly to the
left to turn it off.

Experiment a bit with bringing the modules
in and out.

The DRUM TRACK On/Off button of the
M50’s Control Surface works in conjunction
with the Drum Track button in KARMA’s RTC
Window, as well – this works in all Control
Surface Modes. Give it a try!

Now, try selecting another Combi on your M50. KARMA M50 should automatically change to the
correct Performance, switching back to REALTIME CONTROL-A mode, so that you can use the Chord
Switches to trigger the KARMA Performance with the stored chords (or the keyboard, of course!)
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Additional Notes:

If you want to try to use the M50’s arpeggiator at the same time
as using KARMA, and do not want the Arpeggiator On/Off
button to turn KARMA On/Off, you can set the General – Assign
CC > On/Off setting in KARMA M50’s Preferences to “Off”:

If you want to use an external controller (i.e. fader/pad/switch box) for real-time control, you would
uncheck “Special M50 Control Surface Mode” in KARMA M50’s Preferences, and configure the CCs and
the controller to match each other. You can select scenes either with 8 different CCs (shown below), or
a single CC with 8 different values. See the Help File Preferences Chapter for more information.
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